Visual Motor
Integration Apps

Platform

Description

Cost

Alien Buddies

iPhone/iPad

Variety of visual motor and visual
perceptual activities for 3-7 year olds

2.99

All About Shapes

iPhone/iPad

Shape drawing app by Tiny Tapp. Draw
and recognition of shapes for ages 2 +
yrs.

free

Broom, Broom

iPad

Draw a path for vehicles to drive on;
interactive app for kids

free

Chalk Walk

iPad

Follow lines to create drawings in scenes

0.99

Connecting Dots is Fun

iPhone/iPad

Lite version of Dot to dot for 2-8 year olds

free

Dino Maze

iPad

Maze activity, create your own maze

free

Hey Dooda ! Dot to Dot

iPhone/iPad

Simple dot to do activities for 3-5 year old

Free

iMazing

iPhone/iPad

Maze activities

free

Let's Make Shapes Lite

iPad

Preschool shape drawing

Lite

Ready to Print

iPad

Provides pre-writing activites and upper
and lower case letter formation practice.
Allows multiple users, collects user data.

9.99

Ready to Print

Android

Provides pre-writing activites and upper
and lower case letter formation practice.
Allows multiple users, collects user data.

7.99

Shape Up

iPhone/iPad

Draw basic shapes with directional cues ,
spot the difference game

2.99

Shapes Touch and Write

iPad

Pre-handwriting app with practice
drawing basic to advanced shapes with a
variety of textures and mediums.
Developed by Fizz Brain .

2.99

Shelby's Quest

iPad

Pre-Writing, visual motor activity with 3
levels

4.99

Skill Game

iPhone / iPad

Game Center app version of Skill
Training app. Training activity requiring
drawing lines to connect numbers and
avoid drawing over lines created and
obstacles. Visual motor, spatial
reasoning, fine motor control and motor
planning required for this progressive
skill activity.

2.99

Skill Game

Android

Game Center app version of Skill
Training app. Training activity requiring
drawing lines to connect numbers and
avoid drawing over lines created and
obstacles. Visual motor, spatial
reasoning, fine motor control and motor
planning required for this progressive
skill activity.

free

Skill Training

iPhone / iPad

Training activity requiring drawing lines to
connect numbers and avoid drawing over
lines created and obstacles. Visual
motor, spatial reasoning, fine motor
control and motor planning required for
this progressive skill activity. Not a Game
Center app.

2.99

Squiggles

iPad

Prewriting/emergent writing app for
young children. Drawing lines and see
them animate!

free

Super Maze 3 D Race

iPhone/iPad

Maze activity with a time factor, beat your
time.

free

Tiny Fish

iPhone / iPad

0.99

Toca Builder

Android

Avoid dangerous obstacles while
swimming a fish in the game of fishy
survival. Visual motor, motor planning,
timing and spatial reasoning required for
this activity. For upper elementary and
older "kids".
Created by Toca Boca, this app is for
primary aged and above students with
good fine motor and visual spatial
abilities. Fun app for students with
strengths in visual perception.

Toca Builder

iPhone/iPad

Created by Toca Boca, this app is for
primary aged and above students with
good fine motor and visual spatial
abilities. Fun app for students with
strengths in visual perception.

2.99

Touch and Move Vehicles

iPhone/iPad

Draw roads with cars on this creative app

free

Tracing Lite

iPad

Tracing lines and mazes

free

Whizzy Kids

iPhone/iPad

Preschool activities with tracing

Free

Wood Puzzle Maze HD

iPad

Maze app inset maze puzzle

1.99

2.99

